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“Theme: Developing Zambia's mining and energy sectors

towards 2020”

AME Trade are pleased to announce that the 3rd edition

of the Zambia International Mining & Energy Conference

& Exhibition (ZIMEC 2013), will take place at the

Government Complex, Lusaka, Zambia from 18th -20th

June 2013.

With an organizing committee comprising of the Ministry

of Mines and Natural Resources, The Republic of Zambia,

The Association of Zambian Mineral Exploration

Companies (AZMEC) And AME Trade Limited, United Kingdom. ZIMEC 2013 is set to create the

perfect platform, both for companies who currently work in Zambia to further demonstrate their

commitment to Zambia’s Mining & Energy sector and those who are keen to establish

themselves with the sectors key players and decision makers. 

ZIMEC 2013 has built on the resounding success of the two previous editions, which have, to

date attracted over 120 exhibitors, 1,350 delegates from over 45 countries. ZIMEC has over the

past two years evolved into a definitive platform for all stakeholders in Zambia’s Mining and

Energy sector and is now one of Africa’s must attend events. 

*Dedicated conference streams*

As a special feature for ZIMEC 2013, delegates will be given the opportunity to select their own

bespoke, dedicated conference stream. Stream options available are ‘ZIMEC – Mining Focus’ and

‘ZIMEC – Power Zambia Focus’, each stream is designed to give attendees an industry focused
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and specific perspective, allowing them to network with others who are focused on similar

topics. Topics include:

Mining Focus:

•  Drilling the Law before drilling the ground

•  Mines in the development phase

•  Adding value to Zambia’s minerals

•  Addressing transparency and CSR

Power Zambia Focus:

•  Powering Zambia’s growth

•  Transmission and distribution

•  The energy mix – exploring the alternative

•  Regional interconnection

*Exhibition*

This year’s edition also features an exhibition of key players in the Pan-African and international

energy and mining industries, exhibitors will have the opportunity to demonstrate and market

their goods and services directly to key decision makers from both the public and private

sectors. Most importantly the real decision makers will be there, allowing for quality, face-to-face

time with the people that matter, thus making ZIMEC 2013 a must attend event.

For further information on press passes, media partnership or general event details, please

contact AME Trade.
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